
In the 18 months since Dynamic Campus assumed 

comprehensive IT support at Madonna University, the 

institution has used technology to drive a number of 

strategic and tactical advancements and improvements 

across campus, with more to come:

How Madonna University 
Harnessed IT to Deliver 
Breakthrough Growth, 

Agility & Efficiency

Attracting New Students
Rolled out new websites for both the university and our athletic 

programs. The websites are:

•  Directly aligned with our strategic enrollment plan.

•  Designed from the ground up for mobile devices, since >50% of  

web traffic comes from mobile devices now – especially among  

Gen Z students. 

•  Focused on the experience of our expanding resident population,  

our growth in online programs, and our expansion of satellite  

learning centers, including our new Accelerated Bachelor of Science  

in Nursing program.

Implemented an AI-supported group texting solution, allowing 

admissions and student affairs staff and advisors to better connect 

with students. AI is able to answer many common questions from 

prospective and current students using natural language without the 

need fur human intervention.

Converting all communications vehicles to a “mobile-first” 

approach, meeting students and prospects on mobile devices 

where they are now.

Accelerating our internal processes and decision making to act 

at the speed of our prospective students, ensuring they have the 

information they need when they need it and making it easier than 

ever for new students to say “yes” to Madonna.
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Reducing Costs, Increasing Efficiency
Cut the amount of physical servers needed to run the university by 50%—along with the ancillary maintenance 

costs—without compromising performance by virtualizing the existing IT infrastructure.

Reduced IT headcount by 20% while dramatically improving responsiveness and throughput by flattening and 

streamlining the IT organization as part of the IT Outsourcing transition.

Avoided nearly $300,000 in unneeded technology expenditures over the last 18 months by centralizing the 

review of technology expenses and management of IT contracts, allowing those resources to be used to further the 

university’s mission.

Reduced our third-party support services costs by consolidating those support functions into Dynamic Campus’s on 

demand shared services team as part of the existing contract.

Introducing new automated workflow solutions that will eventually: 

•  Eliminate most/all paper processes at the university.

•  Greatly reduce non-value adding staff and faculty time.

•  Accelerate our ability to perform key processes from purchasing and admissions to application review and research grant tracking.

Reduced our printing and copying costs by 10-15% by initiating a new managed print services program. This has also 

reduced our environmental impact, which is aligned with the core Franciscan value of reverence for creation.
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Enhancing Revenues
Expanded online and hybrid programs, including our new online accelerated Bachelor of Science in Nursing program, 

which is helping to address a critical shortfall of nursing talent in Michigan.  

These IT-driven advancements make Madonna programs more accessible to adult learners and allow the university to 

grow enrollment without the need for additional capital investment in expanded classrooms and facilities.

Data-driven decision making using rich data sources and intuitive dashboards has allowed Madonna to tailor our 

programs and offerings and better focus our admissions strategies and tactics.

These collective efforts have increased our net revenue per student while keeping our tuition the lowest of any private university in Michigan.
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$300K
in unneeded technology 
expenditures over the last  
18 months...

AVOIDED NEARLY



Accelerating the Development of Strategic Initiatives
Overhauled the IT Roadmap to accelerate the rollout of new technical solutions that directly support the institution’s 

strategic planning and execution, as defined by University leadership.  

Eliminated more than 50% of legacy custom applications at Madonna in favor of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 

applications to reduce acquisition and maintenance costs and enable Madonna to roll out new capabilities in a matter 

of months to students, faculty and staff. 

All solutions are fully integrated with the Jenzabar primary student information system to eliminate data silos, ensure 

end-to-end transparency and increase the ROI of the IT ecosystem. This approach will continue, with more custom 

applications slated for replacement in the future.   
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Improving the Campus Experience
Created a new technology-supported Collaborative Learning Center and “huddle rooms” in the library to facilitate 

better small group collaboration.

Leveraging Blackboard Collaborate web conferencing capabilities both outside and inside the classroom, allowing 

Madonna staff and faculty to cost-effectively engage prospective or current students, individually or in groups.

Introducing a new residence hall management, student conduct and parking management solution that will:

•  Make it simpler for resident students to be paired with roommates.

•  Make room selection easier.

•  Ensure consistent and efficient handling of student conduct cases.

•  Significantly improve our efficiency in providing required Clery Act reporting.

•  Reduce staff support time for these activities by 50-80%.

Integrating a “single sign-on” solution, enabling access to all relevant IT systems through one username and password, 

greatly increasing efficiency and improving the user experience. 
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Enhance Executive Awareness and Decision Making
Provided business intelligence dashboards for leaders across the institution, giving them fast, flexible access on 

demand to highly-customized information housed in our Jenzabar student information platform—without requiring 

any IT involvement.
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50%
of legacy custom applications at 
Madonna in favor of commercial 
off-the-shelf (COTS) applications...

ELIMINATED MORE THAN 



Disaster Recovery & Business Continuity
Migrating applications to the cloud when and where it makes 

sense—including solutions like Office 365—without sacrificing 

integration with core Jenzabar platform. This “cloud first” approach 

will be the preferred delivery model. 

Migrated to a cloud-based backup solution to enhance business 

continuity and decrease costs.
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Find out more at:

www.dynamiccampus.com 

Dynamic Campus Solutions, Inc.

2806 Flintrock Trace, Suite A205
Austin, Texas 78738 

(888) 805-3022


